CP asymmetry in some exclusive decays of charged B meson are calculated in a Bethe-Salpeter approach. Hadronic final state interactions are ignored. Complex decay amplitudes are assumed to arise entirely from perturbative quarkantiquark loops. Calculations are done both with and without the gluon quarkantiquark vacuum polarization loops. The effects of neglecting the imaginary parts arising from the diagonal quark-antiquark loops are also studied.
Introduction
It has long been recognised that CP asymmetry in partial decay rates can be generated in processes that involve (i) at least two different Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) angles and (ii) at least two different strong interaction phases [1] . These strong phases could be generated either perturbatively through the penguin processes or through hadronic final state interactions (fsi). In processes involving a single isospin in the final state, CP asymmetry is still possible provided that the penguin processes generate strong phases [2] .
The commonly followed practice in evaluating decay matrix elements has been to use the factorization approximation which reduces the computation to the knowledge of certain form factors. This method treats q 2 , the invariant momentum transfer carried by the gluon or the photon in the strong or electroweak penguins, as a free parameter whose value is usually chosen in the range m 2 b /4 ≤ q 2 ≤ m 2 b /2 for B decays. In B decays, perturbative strong phases generated by cc states in the penguin loops are particularly sensitive to the choice of q 2 . In contrast to the factorization scheme where one is forced to choose an effective value of q 2 , in a complete calculation q 2 would be integrated over and would not remain a free parameter.
In the past, Simma et.al. [3] have employed the formalism of Lepage and Brodsky [4] to calculate CP asymmetries in inclusive and exclusive decays of charged B meson. In their approach, due to the fact that extra gluons have to be used to accelerate the spectator quark, new absorptive parts are generated. They also found that absolute partial rates were too low by as much as two orders of magnitude. They had to scale up the rates so that the semileptonic rate B → Dlν was correctly normalized. It is our view, as shown later, that it is doubtful if a single process-independent scale factor would be adequate for all exclusive channels. The advantage of their method, aside from pedagogy, is that it goes beyond the factorization approximation and, consequently, q 2
is not left as a free parameter.
In our work, we have used the Bethe-Salpeter (B-S) method of Mandelstam [5] and Nishijima [6] to treat the bound state mesons. This method has been applied previously to other decay processes, including radiative decay [7] . Before embarking on the discussion of our calculations, we wish to state that our results on CP asymmetries are somewhat different in size, though not in sign, to those of [3] . This is not unexpected considering the differences in methodology and approximations used. The results, as emphasized in [3] , are trustworthy to within a factor of 2. However, we share with [3] the diffculty in getting the absolute rates right. We also need to normalize the calculated rates such that the semileptonic rates are correctly normalized. This, however, does not affect CP asymmetry as absolute normalizations cancel in the definition.
Preliminaries
We work with the following effective Hamiltonian for b → s transition (for b → d transition, replace s by d) [8] 
where V qb etc are the CKM matrix elements, C i are the Wilson coefficients (discussed below) and O i are the following Current ⊗ Current operators:
Tree level operators:
QCD penguin operators:
Electroweak penguin operators:
where the subscripts V ± A represent γ µ (1 ± γ 5 ), α and β are color indices. Wilson coefficients, C i , are renormalization scheme dependent when the next -toleading order corrections are considered. However, as the physical quantities should be scheme-independent, one needs to define effective Wilson coefficients to be used in computation. The manner in which these effective coefficients are defined is detailed in [8, 9, 10] . We only summarize the final result: The effective coefficients are
where N c is the number of colors and C 1 = 1.1502,C 2 = −0.3125,C 3 = 0.0174,C 4 = −0.0373,C 5 = 0.0104,C 6 = −0.0459,
To one-loop approximation, the contribution to P s,e from penguin diagrams with insertions of tree operators O 1,2 (see Fig.1 (a)), are
Here the flavor q stands for u and c in the penguin loop and q 2 is the invariant momentum carried by the gluon or the photon. G(m q , µ, q 2 ) is given by
Obviously, as q 2 > 4m 2 q , a strong perturbative phase is generated by virtue of G(m q , µ, q 2 ) becoming complex. This perturbative phase arising from the complex nature of G(m q , µ, q 2 ) has nothing to do with the strong phases generated by long range fsi among hadrons.
The latter respect isospin symmetry, while gluons operating in color-space, the perturbative phases have nothing to do with isospin space.
In order to accommodate some of the cancellations required by the CPT theorem [11] , we also consider a 1-loop correction to the gluon propagator, Fig.1(b) , leading to a twoloop expression for P s ,
It is important to note that we will not concern ourselves with the soft hadronic fsi; all phases are considered to be generated by the complex value of G(m q , µ, q 2 ).
Calculation of hadronic matrix elements
The Feynman rules for the B-S formalism of Mandelstam [5] and Nishijima [6] have been abstracted in Esteve et.al. [7] . We illustrate the application of those rules by writing down the matrix element for B − → D − D 0 transition. In Fig.2 , we have shown the tree and the penguin graphs
Here C i (q 2 ) is a particular Wilson coefficient which may carry a q 2 dependence via the function G(m q , µ, q 2 ) and could be complex. Notice that difference between Figs.2(b) and 2(c) is that the penguin is "time-like" or "space-like", in quark language, respectively. In the B-S formalism, both of these graphs can generate complex amplitudes as q is an integration variable spanning the entire space. Γ µ is the appropriate matrix, (V ± A), depending on which of the Wilson coefficients is chosen for C i (q 2 ). χ B (s) etc.
are the phenomenological B-S relativistic wavefunctions which we choose according to Esteve et.al. [7] ,
where the momentum wavefunction Φ(P, q) is,
This is a particularly simple form which in the rest frame of M reduces to
Clearly, this form assigns the same strength to the space-and time-oscillators. There is no compelling reason for this. A more general form could be obtained by assigning a different α to (P · q) 2 and q 2 in the choice of Φ(P, q), but we don't concern ourselves with such finer details. The values of the parameters δ, α and N are fixed according to 
Results
We present our results under the following headings:
I. "Effective G-functions".
We first calculated the "effective G-functions" defined bȳ
where O j are the different currents. The effective G's are independent of j. Thus we drop the superindex henceforth.Ḡ q 1 q 2 is relevant to calculations involving a quarkantiquark loop insertion in the gluon propagator. We show the results in Table I where we also contrast the effective G-function with the value calculated in the conventional approach with two chosen values of q 2 : q 2 = m 2 b /4 and q 2 = m 2 b /2. We notice, first, thatḠ q are process dependent and, second, the largest difference between the standard approach and ours is seen for processes involving charm quark in the penguin loop.
II. CP Asymmetry.
We calculated the CP asymmetry defined as
whereΓ represents the rate for the CP conjugate reaction. This calculation was done in three different scenarios: 
III. Comparison with other model calculations.
We compared the results of calculating the decay rates and CP asymmetries in four different methods as listed below:
(i) B-S approach: Here we calculate the decay rates and a cp in our approach but with the gluon vacuum ploariztion loops and the specelike penguin graphs, Fig.2(c (iv) A conventional calculation (in the factorization approximation) with BSW [13] form factors and G q (q 2 ) evaluated at q 2 = m 2 b /4 and m 2 b /2.
The results are shown in Table 3 .
We need to point out the following features of Table 3 . First, we found, as was also the case in [3] , that the absolute branching ratios came out too low by more than two orders of magnitude. Further, the shortfall was decay mode dependent. The branching ratios appearing in Table 3 under the columns marked Method 1 and 2 were normalized according to the following prescription:
Experimental values of B(B 0 → D − l + ν l ) and B(B 0 → π − l + ν l ) are from [14] and [15] , respectively. Despite the need to thus normalize the branching ratios, the CP asymmetry ought to be reliable. Second, in our B-S approach, q is integrated over, but in methods where q has to be chosen (Methods 2 and 4), a cp depends sensitively on the choice of q 2 . This is due to the fact that the imaginary part of the cc penguin loop depends strongly on the choice of q 2 in the range m 2 b /4 ≤ q 2 ≤ m 2 b /2.
Discussion
We have done a calculation of CP asymmetries in a selected few hadronic two-body B decays in a Bethe-Salpeter formalism and contrasted the results with those of the conventional factorized approach. We have also investigated the effect of including the gluon quark-antiquark vacuum polarization loops. We find that a cp depends strongly on the method adopted to calculate it. In particular, for decays into charmless mesons, the conventional factorization approach results in an asymmetry which depends very strongly on the choice of q 2 (see Methods 2 and 4 of Table 3 ). This is due to the fact that cc loops generate an imaginary part which is sensitive to the choice of q 2 in the range m 2 b /4 ≤ q 2 ≤ m 2 b /2. Our method, on the contrary, smears over q 2 through a convolution of meson wavefunctions.
A shortcoming of our approach (which we share with [3] ) is that the branching ratios are too low. A single overall normalization, independent of the decay mode, does not correct the situation. Thus, we normalized B(B − → D − D 0 ) to the measured branching ratio for semileptonicB 0 → D − l + ν l , and B(B − → K − π 0 ) and B(B − → K − K 0 ) to the semileptonicB 0 → π − l + ν l branching ratio. However, a cp ought to be reliable. In technical terms the low value of the decay rates is related to the time-oscillators which further dampen the contribution of the space-oscillators in our covariant wavefunctions.
Perhaps the use of more sophisticated bound state wavefunctions [16] would alleviate this difficulty. where spacelike penguins (Fig.2(c) ) were ignored. 
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